
CLOUD-HOSTED CONTENT

VISIBLE WEB
ex: Social media, 
collaboration 
platforms

DEEP WEB
ex: Pastebin

DARK WEB
ex: Tor forums

CONNECTED STORAGE
ex: IPv4, NAS drives, FTP 
servers, NFS drives, rsync 
backups, databases

Every day, we detect data 
leaks that others don’t.
CybelAngel is a leading digital risk management 
platform providing actionable threat intelligence

Delivered through the CybelAngel SaaS portal, your threat intelligence HQ

Superior internet scanning technology, 
backed by AI and years of machine learning 
evolution, battle-tested by our enterprise 
customers in the US and Europe.

Provides CISOs, IT operations professionals, and 
security analysts with the tools they need for 
comprehensive digital risk management, as well 
as an interface for access to CybelAngel analysts.

“CybelAngel is the best-performing data leak detection technology known today”
Jean-Yves Poichotte, Global Head of ITS Cyber Security at Sanofi

CybelAngel monitors
data leaks for:

Continuous monitoring of every layer of 
the internet, including connected storage 
devices. Learn more on back.

Instant alerts to your most critical data 
leaks, supplemented with actionable 
remediation steps optimized for ease of use.

Support from our expert cybersecurity 
analysts that maintain intimate knowledge 
of your business and investigate your data 
leaks for you.



Why do enterprises choose CybelAngel over the 
competition?

Our Engagement Model

Leaks are inevitable. Damage is optional. 
Visit www.cybelangel.com

CybelAngel combines superior
technology with keen human analysis 
Instead of unduly relying on one or 
the other.

Actual blueprint exposed on 
connected storage and detected 
by the CybelAngel platform

Focus on Connected Storage Devices

Why?
• Proliferation of enterprises’ use of third-party 

vendors, suppliers, and contractors that access 
and share data through their connected devices.

• Many connected devices are insecure by design, 
with vulnerable default security configurations.

of the most critical data leaks that 
CybelAngel finds for customers result 
from connected storage exposures.

CybelAngel provides curated data 
leak alerts that direct our customers’ 
attention to critical threats 
Instead of bombarding customers with 
unfiltered output and false positives.

CybelAngel scans internet-connected 
storage devices, where most critical 
data leaks are occurring.

Customized demo delivering 
real results of the CybelAngel 
platform’s scan for your 
organization’s data leaks

Demo Annual 
Subscription

Discovery 
Call

93%


